
 

IF GAMES ARE CANCELED DUE TO WEATHER  
CONDITIONS OR FIELD PLAYABILITY 

ALL PARENTS Sign Up For Rainedout.com  
To Receive Text Messages On Field Conditions This was used last season and it 

was very successful I would stress to your parents to use this system 

TEXT 84483  IN MESSAGE fwysasoccer to sign up 

HOTLINE NUMBER:  817 989 9189 

League wide text message and Hotline will be updated :  
6:00 AM for Saturday Games 
11:00 AM for Sunday Games 

(unless weather changes later) 

After Games Begin: 
League wide text message and Hotline will be updated as soon as 

decision is made. 
 

Suggestion: 
If weather is in question on game day, 

call the Hotline before leaving for the game.  
If a weather alert siren ( not a test) should sound, 

1 LONG BLOW of FOG HORN  GO to Cars  and wait 30 minutes 

  3 LONG BLOWS  Return to Game s/Fields 

  5 SHORT BLOWS Games are cancelled for the rest of the day 

If a site coordinator or referee should delay a game due to lightning, all 
teams should leave the field immediately and seek appropriate shelter (probably 
to their cars). DO NOT STAND UNDER ANY PAVILIONS OR TREES ON THE 
COMPLEXES GO TO YOUR CAR The game will be delayed up to 30 minutes to 
determine if the lightning stops.  If the lightning does stop at any point within this 
30 minute delay, the game should resume where it was postponed.  If the 
lightning begins again after the restart, the game should be canceled.  If the 
lightning persists beyond the 30 minute delay, the game should be canceled. 

Any game canceled after the kick-off for the second half is an official game.  Any 
game canceled before the kick-off for the second half game will be replayed. 
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